Molecular motors for DNA translocation in prokaryotes
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Abstract

DNA transport is an essential life process. From chromosome separation during cell division or sporulation, to DNA virus ejection or encapsidation, to horizontal gene transfer, it is ubiquitous in all living organisms. Directed DNA translocation is often energetically unfavorable and requires an active process that uses energy, namely the action of molecular motors. In this review we present recent advances in the understanding of three molecular motors involved in DNA transport in prokaryotes, paying special attention to recent studies using single-molecule techniques. We first discuss DNA transport during cell division, then packaging of DNA in phage capsids, and then DNA import during bacterial transformation.

Introduction

Directed transport of macromolecules through nanometer-sized pores is essential for many cellular processes and will likely have applications in biotechnology. Microbes have evolved different molecular motors for transporting DNA during processes as diverse as cell division, horizontal gene transfer, and packaging of DNA into viral capsids. A combined effort of genetics, biochemistry, and structural biology has identified the essential components and structures of some of these motors. Recently, single molecule techniques have led to many advances in studying biophysical properties of these motors. The classic approach to studying mechano-chemistry of individual molecular motors is to purify the proteins and study their kinetics, directionality, and force generation [1–3]. Directional motor movement has then been quantitatively analyzed by recording relative length changes of DNA using laser tweezers or magnetic devices, allowing the individual consecutive chemical and mechanical steps of the motor enzymes to be dissected. At a higher level of complexity, packaging of DNA into bacteriophage capsids has been quantified, revealing such features as the forces resisting DNA confinement, a novel mechanism of coordination between motor subunits, and insights on structure-function relationships. DNA translocation
systems across biological membranes have not been purified in a functional form so far. However, single-molecule techniques have been adapted to directly measuring import of DNA molecules by living bacteria, again allowing detailed study of a motor during its natural task. In this review, we concentrate on three different DNA transport motors representing each of the categories, namely the bacterial FtsK motor which has been studied in vitro, the bacteriophage packaging motor, and the motor driving DNA import into living bacteria during transformation.

DNA translocation during cell division: FtsK

Cell division in prokaryotes is not as well temporarily synchronized with replication as it is in eukaryotes [4]. Additionally due to the circular form of many bacterial chromosomes, homologous recombination produces chromosome dimers. These dimers have to be resolved before cell separation in order to avoid the lethal configuration where a dimer is trapped at the septum during its closure. FtsK is the essential protein that catalyzes this reaction. It pumps the trapped dimer until it encounters the recombinases XerC/D that bind specifically to the dif site [5], see figure 1C). XerC/D reaction is catalyzed by the mechanical contact of FtsK on XerD [5–7]. FtsK activity is increased when the motor is acting in the terminal region of the chromosome [8]. FtsK translocation is also related to cell division and replication by its ability, demonstrated in vitro [9], to interact with topoimoserase IV and stimulate decatenation and positive supercoils relaxation.

FtsK is a member of the FtsK/HerA family related of the AAA+ proteins. It possesses a membrane bound N terminal domain that localizes the protein at the septum. Through a linker, that needs to be long enough for efficient chromosome segregation [10], this membrane bound part is related to the C terminal part made from 3 domains α, β, γ [11]. C terminal functional assembly is a hexamer presenting a hole in the center that allows double stranded DNA (dsDNA) to go through, see figure 1A) and 1B) [11]. This feature common to other DNA pumping systems like TrwB, involved in the E. coli R388 conjugative system [12], or TraB, involved in conjugation in Streptomyces [13].

This C-terminal part was demonstrated to use ATP and translocate on DNA [14]. Single molecule studies performed at room temperature measured translocation velocities up to 7 kbps/s [15,16] at saturating ATP concentration, see figure 1D). The motor could not be stalled even at forces higher than 50 pN, a value more than 10 times higher than myosin II stalling force. The putative role for this high force generation is to provide the motor an ability to displace strongly interacting proteins on DNA that would otherwise act as roadblocks impeding FtsK activity in dimer resolution [17]. The same capability applies to SpoIIIE, a homologous protein involved in sporulation in Bacillus subtilis [18]. It must be noted that translocation speed and ability to displace roadblocks are two different mechanical properties that are not related as was demonstrated with mutants in the Walker motifs in some monomers [17].

In a recent study, a kinetic analysis of ATP dependence of translocation rates demonstrated cooperative cycles of ATP hydrolysis with ~2 bp translocated per ATP hydrolyzed [19] implying an energy transduction efficiency of about 50% (estimated with a stall force of 60 pN and an energy of 20 k_BT for ATP hydrolysis). Such a step size provides an origin for the property of FtsK hexamers to rotate around DNA during translocation[20]. A rotary inchworm model, involving α and β domains, was proposed to explain this behavior based on FtsK structure [11]. The current proposed mechanism [19] is a sequential hydrolysis around the hexamer with a step size of 2 bps hydrolyzing 1 ATP and with a slight rotation around DNA at each step. However, mutations in Walker motifs impeding ATP hydrolysis do not block the motor [17] implying the sequential hydrolysis is not crucial.
To fulfill its role in dimer resolution FtsK has to physically contact XerD that is bound at a specific location on the chromosome [6]. An essential element for FtsK translocation is thus its translocation directionality. Different explanations were initially considered with both bi-directional and partially directed movement [15,16]. It was later demonstrated by multiple means [21–24] that, through its $\gamma$ domain, FtsK interacts with specific polar sequences, named KOPS (GGGNAGGG), that have statistically skewed orientations along the chromosome[25,26]. The resulting orientation of the movement is not 100% efficient: three consecutive KOPS sequences must be placed in a row to reach a ~40% efficiency, a value proposed to allow directional transport on average, while avoiding potential trapping in vivo between two anti oriented KOPS [26]. Similar mechanisms for recognition of polar sequences were also observed for SpoIIIE [27]. A recent study suggested that translocation orientation is the result of an oriented binding of the hexamer, while during translocation FtsK would be insensitive to KOPS orientation[19].

Viral encapsidation

Viruses are among the simplest life forms, typically consisting of just a nucleic acid molecule enclosed in a protein shell. A remarkable step in the assembly of many dsDNA viruses is the use of an ATP-powered DNA translocating motor that packages DNA into preassembled capsid shells (Fig. 2A)[28] [29–33]. This process has recently been studied via single DNA manipulation with optical tweezers. A capsid is attached to one trapped microsphere and the DNA terminus is attached to a second microsphere [34–37]. As packaging proceeds the microspheres are pulled together and translocation velocity and force are directly measured (Fig. 2B,C). Three different motors, from phages phi29, lambda, and T4, have been studied.

All three motors exhibited high force generation (>50–80 pN), high processivity (translocating >10–50 kbp without slipping), and decreasing velocity with increasing load and increasing capsid filling. The average motor velocity at low load ranged from 145 bp/s for phi29 (19.3 kbp genome) to 590 bp/s for lambda (48.5 kbp) to 770 bp/s for T4 (171 kbp).

The measured decrease in velocity with capsid filling indicate that a large force of ~50–100 pN resists DNA confinement [36–39], consistent with theoretically predicted forces arising from DNA electrostatic self-repulsion, bending rigidity, and entropy loss [40–42]. Studies of the effect of ionic screening of DNA charge confirm that electrostatic repulsion is the main factor [39]. Two complexities were observed in lambda packaging [36]. A measured dip in motor velocity at ~30% filling suggests that capsid expansion temporarily relieves internal force buildup and is triggered by ~4 pN of force on average. Second, a sudden increase in velocity above 90% filling is consistent with capsid rupture in the absence of a putative stabilizing protein, gpD.

High resolution optical tweezers measurements revealed that the motor translocates in bursts of four 2.5 bp steps, suggesting that the motor subunits are highly coordinated and four subunits bind ATP before a burst is triggered (Fig. 2E,F) [43]. Studies of the dependence of motor velocity on [ATP], [ADP], and [P$_i$] suggest that power strokes follow P$_i$ release [44]. The motor was also shown to traverse single-stranded gaps, unpaired bulges, and synthetic polymer inserts, suggesting that translocation is mainly driven by non-specific steric interactions [45].

Effects on motor dynamics of residue changes in the lambda gpA motor subunit have provided information on mechanism [46,47]. Changes in velocity, processivity, and/or velocity-force dependence support the assignment of a Walker A-like phosphate-binding motif, an adenine binding Q motif analogous to that recently identified in RNA helicases, and a C motif that couples ATP hydrolysis to DNA translocation. Interestingly, a loop-helix-
loop region predicted to position key residues of Walker B and C catalytic motifs also appears to regulate motor velocity in both the lambda virus motor and the related SpoIIIE/FtsK motor discussed above [48].

DNA import during horizontal gene transfer

Horizontal gene transfer enables bacteria to speed up adaptive evolution. Three different mechanisms have been identified for exchanging DNA between bacteria, namely transformation, conjugation, and transduction. Individual events of DNA transfer have been recently observed during transformation and conjugation [48][49].

Naturally competent bacteria generate a multi-protein machine that allows them to bind extracellular DNA, transport it through their cell envelope, and finally integrate it into their chromosome. Most of the characterized DNA import systems rely on the type IV pilus / type II secretion system. Through a series of studies with deletion mutants in different gram-positive and gram negative species, the components of the DNA import system have been identified [50]. The individual steps of DNA import and the mechanistic involvement of the molecular components is best understood in the gram-positive Bacillus subtilis [51] (Fig. 3a), although the molecular mechanism driving DNA import is still elusive [52]. The first steps are binding of DNA to the cell surface and recruitment into a DNase resistant state [53]. One single strand is imported through the membrane channel ComEC into the cytoplasm, where the DNA is rapidly covered by single-strand binding proteins for protection and further DNA processing [54]. The only known naturally competent bacterial species which does not employ type IV pilus proteins for DNA import during transformation is the gram-negative Helicobacter pylori. The latter has adapted a type IV secretion system for DNA import (Fig. 3b) [55, 56]. It is therefore interesting to compare the physical characteristics of these two DNA import machines.

Using laser tweezers, DNA import was characterized at the single molecule level [57–59]. The experimental approach was to bind DNA to a micrometer-sized bead at one extremity and to offer the other extremity to bacteria that were firmly attached to a glass cover slide (Fig. 3a, b). As bacteria bound single DNA molecules and imported them, the shortening of external DNA as a function of time was measured at different forces (Fig. 3c, d). Both B. subtilis and H. pylori used highly processive machines for DNA import. The speed of import of B. subtilis was ≈ 80 bp/s and largely independent of external force up to forces of 40 pN [57]. With H. pylori, the speed of import was larger by an order of magnitude (≈ 1.3 kbp/s at F = 10 pN) but was strongly dependent on the external force [59]. In contrast to B. subtilis, DNA import was reversible by application of a force exceeding ≈ 23 pN in H. pylori.

Although the proteins essential for transformation have been identified, it is still unclear, which of them is the dominant molecular motor driving DNA translocation. Potential mechanisms include a translocation ratchet, type IV pilus retraction, and cyclic ATP consuming motors [52]. Chemical treatment indicated that DNA transport was inhibited by depletion proton motive force in B. subtilis. In H. pylori both uncouplers and inhibitors of the ATP synthase inhibited DNA transport, showing that DNA import is an energy consuming process. Several lines of evidence indicate that different competent species share a common mechanism for inner membrane transport of DNA, whereas the outer membrane transport has evolved differently for different species [60]. The inner membrane channel of H. pylori shares homology with ComEC, the channel involved in DNA import in B. subtilis [61]. Concomitantly, in both species structurally modified DNA was not imported into the cytoplasm [59]. Furthermore, there is good evidence that dsDNA (both modified and unmodified) can accumulate in the periplasm of H. pylori prior to transport into the cytoplasm, indicating a two-step import. Future experiments need to elucidate the role of the
type of secretion system for the physical properties of DNA import by characterizing DNA import in a gram-negative bacterium based on the type IV pilus system.

**Conclusion**

Molecular motors involved in DNA translocation share a high processivity and a high stall force and a complex structure. Nevertheless many molecular details on which such properties are based are still to be discovered as well as the way those multimeric motors assemble during the cell cycle. Single-molecule techniques have proved to be a powerful approach to complement traditional biochemistry and cell biology studies of these systems.

**Highlights**

- Single molecule techniques enable mechanistic insight into DNA translocation motors.
- DNA transport in bacteria and phages is driven by powerful molecular motors.
- During chromosome segregation or dimer resolution SpoIIIIE/FtsK translocation directionality is set by polar DNA sequences.
- Translocation velocity decreases with capsid filling during viral encapsidation.
- Force-dependent DNA import rate during transformation depends on bacterial species.
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Figure 1.
A) Structure of FtsK: α and β domains of FtsK form an hexameric complex [11]. B) The hexamer has a central hole that allows the pumping of DNA during bacterial cell division. Central DNA and γ domain have been modeled onto the structure of A). Images from A) and B) were provided by D. Sherratt. C) FtsK localizes at the septum and catalyzes XerCD recombination at dif sites to resolve dimers produced by homologous recombination[5]. The exact structure of FtsK at the septum is not yet known but specific pores, formed by the membrane bound N terminal part of the proteins, are not required [10]. D) FtsK activity can be studied in vitro using optical or magnetic tweezers[15,16]. When FtsK is active it forms a loop that transiently shortens DNA extension. Distribution of changes in extension gives the processivity of the motor. Distribution of the slopes gives the speed. Both can be studied as function of ATP concentration, force, sequence, etc.
Figure 2.
(A) Structure of the Phage T4 DNA packaging motor [28]. (B) Measuring single phi29 viral DNA packaging using optical tweezers [34,35]. (C) Average motor velocity vs. % of genome packaged at 5 pN load. (D) High-resolution measurements of DNA translocation, showing phi29 packaging occurs in bursts of four ~2.5 bp steps [43]. (E) Schematic model of motor subunit coordination [43].
Figure 3.
DNA import during transformation. a) Scheme of the setup for measuring DNA import kinetics through the single membrane of *B. subtilis*. No force clamp was applied. b) Scheme of the setup for measuring DNA import kinetics through the two membranes of *H. pylori*. A force clamp was applied. c) Typical DNA import event in *B. subtilis*. $\Delta$ denotes the length of imported DNA after monitoring was started. With increasing $\Delta$, the deflection of the bead from the center of the laser trap increased leading to increasing force $F$. d) Typical DNA import event in *H. pylori*. $\Delta$ denotes the length of imported DNA after monitoring was started. The force $F$ was clamped at different values.